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Abstract

Investigations of phenomena associated with extended or high burn-up are an important part of the fuel &
materials testing programme carried out at the OECD Halden Reactor Project. The in-core studies comprise long
term fuel rod behaviour as well as the response to power ramps. Performance is assessed through measurements
of fuel centre temperature, rod pressure, elongation of cladding and fuel stack, and cladding diameter changes
obtained during full power reactor operation. Data from fuel behaviour studies at the OECD Halden Reactor
Project, provided for the IAEA co-ordinated research programme FUMEX, are used to elucidate short and
long-term developments of fuel behaviour. The examples comprise: fuel conductivity degradation manifested as
a gradual temperature increase with bum-up; Use influence of a combination of small gap / high fission gas release
on fuel centre temperature (situation at high bum-up); fission gas release during normal operation and power
ramps, and the possibility of a bum-up enhancement; PCMI reflected by cladding elongation, also for the case
of a nominally open gap, and the change of interaction onset with burn-up.

1. INTRODUCTION

Safe and economic nuclear power generation requires a fundamental knowledge of fuel behaviour
in different situations. The research programmes carried out at the OECD Halden Reactor Project have
for more than thirty years addressed areas of particular interest to the nuclear community and provided
significant contributions to the understanding of LWR fuel behaviour. In this context, the Halden Project
has valued the opportunity of participating in the IAEA co-ordinated research programme FUMEX (FUtl
Modelling at Extended burn-up), promoting fuel modelling as one of the cornerstones of nuclear reactor
safety.

Fuels testing at ihe Halden Project has for a number of years focused on implications of extended
burn-up operation schemes aimed at an improved fuel cycle economy. The extrapolation of low burn-up
experience to the envisaged exposure levels requires meaningful experimental data for model validation
and development. While PIE ascertains the state existing at the end of irradiation, in-core instrumentation
combined with expedient experimental techniques and test designs can give information on when and how
phenomena occurred for the entire in-core service. Trends developing over several years, slow changes
occurring on a scale of days or weeks, and transients from seconds to some hours can be captured by the
same instrumentation, altogether making up the total picture of fuel behaviour. This is exemplified in this
paper with irradiation data provided by the Halden Project for the FUMEX programme (Table 1). The
examples elucidate short and long-term developments of, e.g. fission gas release, fuel temperatures and
PCMI. However, the extent of the selections is limited by necessity and does in no way exhaust the amount
of information and detail contained in the FUMEX data. It is nevertheless hoped that FUMEX participants
will find this overview useful for their continued work.
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benign irradiation conditions, moved at middle of life

thin rod for fast burnup accumulation

power ramp at end of life
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ramp at middle of life, strong fission gas release and PCI

ramp at middle of life, strong fission gas release

in-pile diameter measurements during high power at EOL

re-instrumented, high power period after base irradiation

re-instrumented, high power period after base irradiation



2. IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR HIGH
BURN-UP STUDIES

Investigations of fuel performance at high burn-up have to deal with a number of experimental problems:

the time required for reaching the desired burn-up level;

the demand on instrumentation to function reliably in a hostile environment for long times and high
fluences;

tiie need for a separation of an increasing number of phenomena which tend to become more
interrelated and complex.

General overviews of instrumentation and experimental techniques applied in Halden Project fuel
testing programmes have been given in [ 1,2]. Those of them which have been employed for producing
the data provided for FUMEX, are briefly outlined below.

Instrumentation

Fuel rods can be instrumented with a variety of sensors which have shown a good performance
in hundreds of irradiation applications in the Halden reactor. In the FUMEX cases, fuel centre
temperatures were measured with refractory metal thermocouples, the rod internal pressure was
determined with bellows pressure transducers, and elongation sensors were employed to obtain the length
increase of the cladding. In FUMEX-4, the rods contained all three of these types of instrument, providing
comprehensive information on the state of the fuel from start-up to unloading.

The diameter gauge is a two or three point contact feeler that can be moved along the length of
a fuel rod during operation. Diameter changes can be detected with a micrometer resolution, and primary
and secondary ridges are made visible. FUMEX-5 is an example of application.

Re-instrumentation of irradiated fuel rods

Re-instrumentation of irradiated fuel rods is a method of shortening experiment execution times
and costs. Since the instrumentation is exposed to irradiation for a comparatively shorter duration, the
failure probability is decreased. Experience with re-instrumentation exists for fuel centre tiiermocouples,
cladding elongation detectors and pressure transducers. The techniques have been applied to rods
pre-irradiated in the Halden Reactor as well as in commercial LWRs.

FUMEX-6 is an example of re-instrumentation with a pressure transducer. The data obtained
from this experiment gave a good indication of on-set and kinetics of fission gas release in response to a
power increase.

Design features for simulation of bum-up effects

Increasing burn-up in general incurs increasing uncertainties in data interpretation, e.g. fuel
temperature changes can be affected by a combination of causes like fission gas release, changes in gap
size (densification, swelling, clad creep-down), and conductivity degradation. Test designs with controlled
and known influential parameters therefore facilitate the assessment of separate effects.

FUMEX-3 and FUMEX-4 are examples where fission gas release (an effect with considerable
spread in model predictions as the FUMEX code evaluation has shown) was simulated by known additions
of xenon to the fill gas. Fuel modelling codes must be able to predict the resulting change of the
temperature - power relationship in a satisfactory manner.
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Xenon fill gas in combination with a small as-fabricated gap (SO - 100 pm) simulates a high
burn-up situation (large amount of released fission gas, closed gap due to fuel swelling and clad
creep-down) which is quite important for safety assessments. Gap conductance models can be verified
with measured data from tests with such a design without the uncertainties caused by high burn-up.
FUMEX-3 is an example of this.

3. DISCUSSION OF SELECTED FUMEX DATA

Data from the Halden reactor are logged with a process control computer and administrated with
the tailor-made Test-Fuel-Data-Bank system (TFDB) [3]. Results are permanently saved for every 15
minutes unless a more frequent acquisition and recording is required during special experimental phases.
The original several hundred thousand records of FUMEX data contain information and details which to
their full extent can only be appreciated by analyses reaching far beyond the limited selection put forth in
the following sections. In general, the six FUMEX cases (actually ten fuel rods with distinct parameters)
provide a good basis for elucidating fuel behaviour effects of continued interest.

3.1 FUEL TEMPERATURES

Fuel temperatures take a central position in fuel modelling because of their influence on many
phenomena and material properties. A good prediction is therefore an essential requirement for any code.
Measured temperatures are available for FUMEX-1, 3 and 4. The last two are the most interesting cases
because they encompass two or three rods which allow a comparison within the same experimental set-up.

3.1.1 Influence of gap and gas composition

Contamination of the fill gas with some released fission gas is simulated in FUMEX-4 where rod
B contains a mixture of 92% He / 8% Xe. The data of the first start-up (Fig. 1) show that temperatures
in rod B are slightly higher man in rod A as is to be expected. A fine detail of difference is the shape of
the curves: while the He filled rod A temperature curve has a small positive curvature, rod B with some
Xe exhibits a nearly linear temperature - power relationship. The transition to zero and negative curvature
with increasing xenon content is quite typical and can even be used to discriminate between temperature
increasing due to fission gas release or conductivity degradation, as is further discussed in 3.2.1.

More extreme situations are tested with the three rods of FUMEX-3, where small gaps (100 and
50 jtm) are combined with helium or xenon fill gas. These designs simulate gap closure with burn-up, with
and without fission gas release. The start-up data (Fig. 2) show the characteristic shapes of the
temperature - power relationship of rods filled with He (approximately straight) or Xe (curved down).
Despite a much stronger initial increase, temperatures in the rod with 50 fim gap and Xe fill gas approach
those of the helium filled rod at high power when the gap is closed. Even in this case with no uncertainty
in gap size, calculated temperatures for Xe filled rods are very sensitive to variations in gap conductance
model parameters like surface roughness, waviness factor and contact conductance contribution. The
general experience with similar Halden Project temperature data (xenon or strong fission gas release
together with closed gap by design or burn-up) indicates that gap conductance is better than models tend
to calculate for this situation.

3.1.2 Thermal conductivity degradation

Conductivity degradation of UO2 fuel has been manifested both with simulated and in-reactor
burn-up [2,4,5] and is now generally accepted as an important effect to be considered in modelling of high
burn-up fuel behaviour. A usable in-pile experimental set-up requires temperature measurements and the
minimization of disturbing influences from changes of gap conductance. These conditions are best
observed in FUMEX-3, rod 1 with helium fill gas and 100 fixa gap. Fig. 3 shows indeed that temperatures
normalized to a constant rating of 25 kW/m increase with burn-up. The step at 28 MWd/kgUO2 is
probably due to fission gas release (see further discussion in 3.2.1).
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The deduction of AuOj degradation from fuel centre temperatures requires a model to separate the
total measured AT into the AT across the gap (influence of gap conductance) and the AT across the pellet
(influence of A.UO2). Assuming a constant cold gap (swelling balanced by reverse relocation), the increase
can be satisfactorily reproduced by a correction "c*Burnup" in the phonon term of conductivity:

Aphonon = l/(a + b*T + 2.38*burnup)

The value of 2.38 (m.K/^kW.MWd/kgUO^) is in line with other Halden Project data and
comparable to SIMFUEL results [4] where 1.94 was obtained. The difference is attributed to additional
irradiation induced changes which cannot be simulated out-of-pile.

3.2 FISSION GAS RELEASE

The release of fission gases from UO2 fuel has important consequences. The thermal behaviour
of helium filled rods is affected through contamination of the pellet-clad gap with xenon, leading to a
temperature rise which in turn will cause even more fission gas release. It has been postulated that rod
overpressure and consequently clad creep-out may occur at high burn-up; licensing may require this effect
to be considered for the safety case. Modelling therefore calls for a data base of fission gas release
covering a range of burn-up and different operational situations. All FUMEX cases include information
on this phenomenon, either directly through pressure measurements, more indirectly through its effect on
fuel temperatures, or from PIE.

3.2.1 Release threshold

Halden Project data have shown that significant fission gas release (> 1 %) can be expected when
a burn-up dependent temperature threshold is exceeded [6]. This can be associated with the formation of
connections to the open surface of the fuel when intergranular porosity and fission gas bubbles interlink,
a process which is also apparent in significant surface to volume ratio changes measured with Halden
Project gas flow rigs [5].

The temperature data from rod 1 of FUMEX-3 confirm the threshold rule. Fig. 4 shows that
measured fuel centre temperatures (in the middle of the 140 mm long segment) were below the threshold
up to a burn-up of 25 MWd/kgUO,. Then the threshold was just reached (slightly exceeded in pellets
without the thermocouple bore). Later at 28 MWd/kgUO2, the threshold was exceeded more clearly. Fig.
4 also shows an evaluation of start-up data which were fitted with second order polynomials. The first
order coefficient (slope at zero power) increases approximately linearly until the point of postulated fission
gas release is reached, while the second order coefficient (curvature) is constant for the same period. Then
both coefficients change, indicating that a new effect (fission gas release) is influencing fuel behaviour.
This analysis thus discerns the causes of temperature increase: fuel effects (conductivity degradation) do
not change the curvature, while gap effects (fission gas release) do. The point of transition in this case is
at 26 - 27 MWd/kgUO2, i.e. during operation close to or slightly exceeding the release threshold. Also
the comparison with Fig. 3 confirms that temperatures started to increase at about 27 MWd/kgUO2.

3.2.2 Release kinetics

Compared with temperature data, rod pressure measurements allow a more direct interpretation
with respect to fission gas release. The two rods of FUMEX-6 (instrumented with pressure transducers
after base irradiation to about 44 MWd/kgUO^ are examples of release response to power increases of
different speeds. The case 6S was presented in [2]; the onset of fission gas release was clearly detectable
during the slow rise to high power. The case 6F (fast increase) is discussed below.

At end of base irradiation, about 17% FGR were determined during re-instrumentation. A feature
of the base irradiation history is the operation at low power (16 - 19 kW/m) near the end; calculations
indicate that fuel temperatures were 150 to 200 °C below the release threshold. This promotes re-sintering
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after previous FGR, gradually stopping further release, a pattern which is also apparent in surface to
volume ratio measurements [5]. The final ramp with powers higher than at any time during base
irradiation merefore would lead to release not only from peripheral parts of the fuel previously at too low
temperatures, but also from central parts where fission gas again was accumulated. In addition, the rods
were placed in the core after re-instrumentation in such a way that parts previously at lower power were
at higher power during the final ramp and holding period.

The pressure increase during the final ramp (Fig. 5, data reduced to 0 power and 240 °C) shows
a basic square root of time dependence. This means that release is diffusion controlled and driven by
annealing of the concentration built up at lower temperatures (the approximation RELEASE = 6.\/(Q/rc)
- 3.Q/2 of the diffusion equation solution for Q = D.t/a2 < n'2 can be assumed to hold for the entire time
at high power).

3.2.3 Enhancement with burn-up

A possible enhancement of fission gas release with burn-up has been reported in several
publications [7,8], but evidence for behaviour more "as expected" has also been presented [2,9]. An
enhancement can be associated with two effects: the formation of a porous rim with increased athermal
release, and higher fuel temperatures due to poorer conductivity of the rim as well as a general UO2

conductivity degradation.

The HBWR has a lower epithermal flux than LWRs. Therefore the conversion of U-238 to
Pu-239 is smaller and does not lead to a pronounced rim with high burn-up. This feature simplifies data
interpretation as only the quantitatively understood effect of UO2 conductivity degradation remains to be
considered for improved temperature predictions if measurements are not available.

Although temperatures have not been measured for FUMEX-2, they can be estimated from
instrumented co-irradiated sibling rods, indicating that they have been close to, but below the release
threshold except for a short period at low burn-up. The pressure data normalized to zero power and 20
°C (Fig. 6) show that release must be small (< 3%) since the observed pressure increase can be explained
by free volume reduction due to fuel swelling. Thus release from regions other than the rim seems to
follow "normal" behaviour at least up to the burn-up reached with this test.

3.3 PELLET-CLADDING MECHANICAL INTERACTION

The rod of FUMEX-1 experienced a power increase at about 20 MWd/kgUO2 because of loading
to a more central core position. Cladding elongation for seven start-ups after moving the assembly is
shown in Fig. 7. Most of the elongation is due to free thermal expansion, although the first start-up seems
to deviate slightly from the following ones. A change of slope at the end of the power increases indicates
pellet-cladding interaction where codes predict that the gap is still open. The point of interaction onset
moves to higher powers with increasing number of start-ups; PCI starts at about the highest power reached
during the preceding ramp for start-ups 2 and 3. It seems that the pellet fragments can be relocated
inwards during the holding periods up to a certain limit. These details can hardly be reproduced by a
conventional model assuming solid pellets concentric with the cladding. Cladding elongation can also
provide information on the seemingly more important circumferential deformation due to radial expansion
of the pellets. The close relation between hoop strain and axial strain, both in terms of magnitude and
relaxation behaviour, was shown with Halden Project data comparing elongation and diameter changes
obtained in-pile for the same rod [10], Fig. 8. Since axial cladding elongation can be measured more
easily and frequently than diametral deformation, the data should not be neglected. However, the
difficulties of modelling axial PCMI are recognized; they are probably the main reason why only few
codes try to include the effect in a non-simplistic way.
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3.4 A COMPLEX DATA SET

The two rods of FUMEX-4 are the most instrumented of the tests included in the FUMEX study.
Simultaneous measurements of cladding elongation, temperature and pressure provide a good insight into
the behaviour of fuel and cladding. At middle-of-life, a power ramp was executed which led to
considerable fission gas release (this ramp was not foreseen in the original experimental plan and the
pressure sensors were not dimensioned for the rod pressure eventually occurring; an end-stop limited the
compression of the bellows such that useable pressure readings are only available for some time into die
high power period).

Fig. 9 shows the reaction of all three sensors during the high power period. It is not possible to
provide a detailed analysis within the scope of this paper, but a few features can be pointed out:

• the general shape of the pressure increase again indicates diffusional release;

• steps in the pressure occurring at shut-downs point to restricted communication with the plenum
at power;

• increasing temperatures also reflect the fission gas release;

• small temperature overshoots after start-ups may be the results of non-instantaneous mixing of
helium and fission gas;

• considerable axial straining at start-ups is followed by relaxation (this behaviour is not well
predicted by the codes participating in FUMEX).

Modelling of these details combining thermal and mechanical behaviour in a consistent manner
is surely a challenge.
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4. SUMMARY

The data provided by the Halden Project for the IAEA co-ordinated research programme FUMEX
constitute a comprehensive basis for fuel modelling and code validation. The examples selected in this
paper illustrate fuel behaviour at different stages of irradiation:

fuel temperatures influenced by design parameters and fission gas release;

evidence for increasing temperatures due to conductivity degradation together with a quantitative
analysis leading to a result in accordance with other published data;

fission gas release at normal and high power operation, and the validity of a release threshold;

cladding elongation behaviour providing evidence for pellet-cladding contact even for a nominally
open gap, and the compliance and relocatability of pellet fragments.
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